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RESUME / SUMMARY
The objective of the Graduate School in Economics and Data Sciences (UBGS‐EDS) is to create, at the
University of Bordeaux (UB), a program of excellence based on the new perspectives offered today
by the Data Revolution and data science methods on our understanding of social interactions and
economic activity. These perspectives open up new avenues for the development of theoretical and
applied research in economics, and in social sciences as a whole. This Graduate School (GS) aims to
set up a program providing students and young researchers with the necessary skills to play their
part in this revolution. We believe that the UB is a well‐suited environment for the development of
such a program that will enable future professionals and researchers to benefit fully from these
perspectives and also for the establishment of a center of excellence for these approaches in social
sciences at Bordeaux.
To fulfil this aim, this project will closely involve the research community in economics, including the
faculty of the Department of Economics, Management and AES and the researchers of GREThA (CNRS
joint research unit 5113), and the important links that this community has developed, over the last
10 years, with the research community in Applied Mathematics, Computer Science, and Engineering
(in joint master programs). These local synergies, along with existing and future international
collaborations will provide strong scientific support, and international attractiveness for this GS.
Keywords: Data revolution; Heterogeneous/Massive/Unstructured/Real‐time Economic data;
Complex economic dynamics; Unsupervised economic modeling; Computational economic modeling.
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Résumé
L’EUR de Bordeaux en « Economie et Sciences des Données » a pour objectif la création sur
l’Université de Bordeaux d’une formation d’excellence autour des perspectives qu’offrent
aujourd’hui la révolution des données et les méthodes des data sciences pour l’analyse des
interactions sociales et des différentes facettes de l’activité économique. Ces perspectives augurent
de nouvelles voies pour le développement de la recherche théorique et appliquée en économie et
plus largement en sciences sociales. Le programme de formation que cette Ecole vise à mettre en
place entend doter les étudiants, comme les jeunes chercheurs, de toutes les compétences
nécessaires pour aborder la révolution des données et les impacts qu’elle induit pour l’analyse de nos
économies. Nous pensons que l’Université de Bordeaux est un terreau très favorable pour
l’émergence d’un tel programme qui permettra de former les professionnels et les chercheurs de
demain parfaitement aguerris et à l’aise face à cette révolution et pour instaurer un pôle
d’excellence sur ces approches en économie et en sciences sociales.
Pour atteindre ces objectifs, notre projet mobilisera fortement la communauté des enseignants‐
chercheurs (EC) et des chercheurs de la Faculté d'économie, gestion et AES et du GREThA (UMR 5113
CNRS & UB). Il s’appuiera aussi sur les liens étroits que cette communauté a pu établir depuis une
dizaine d’années avec celles des mathématiciens, des statisticiens, des informaticiens et plus
récemment des sciences de l’ingénieur dans le cadre de formations master conjointement habilitées.
Cet écosystème local, comme les collaborations étrangères bien établies, donnent à l’EUR une solide
assise scientifique et permettent d’anticiper une forte attractivité à l’international.
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CADRE GENERAL DANS LEQUEL SE SITUERA L’EUR / GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF THE
GRADUATE SCHOOL

The University of Bordeaux (UB) was created on January 1 2014 by a merger of University Bordeaux
1, University of Bordeaux Segalen and the University Montesquieu Bordeaux IV. It is the 3rd largest
French university with 53,000 students. Its internal structure is based on 4 “academic colleges”
comprising 19 teaching faculties, 3 specialized training institutes, 8 doctoral schools, and 70 research
laboratories organized into 3 sectors known as “Departments” (Science & Technology, Life Sciences &
Health, Social & Human Sciences), in partnership with research bodies.
In 2016, UB was one of the first 3 research‐intensive universities to be definitely awarded an
Initiative of Excellence (IdEx), in an intertwined cooperation with CNRS, Inserm, its associated schools
(Bordeaux INP, Sciences Po Bordeaux) and in partnership with higher education and research
stakeholders in the Bordeaux area (CEA, INRA, Inria, Bordeaux Science Agro, Université Bordeaux
Montaigne).
The term “University of Bordeaux” (UB) thus refers to the new university and to the contractually
binding agreements between it and its partners, and the affiliation that appears on all its scientific
publications.
Projects submitted in the framework of the PIA3 “Graduate School” call will complete the
transformation of the Bordeaux site undertaken in the context of PIA1 and PIA2 and will further
develop the actions undertaken under the IdEx program in association with the partners committed
to the IdEx roadmap since 2011.
As a further step in its development and in accordance with its strategic plan U25 and in consistency
with the actions developed in the IdEx program (international doctorate, attracting talents…), UB
created in 2016 a “Graduate Research School ” (UB GRS) to coordinate, strengthen and promote
alongside partner institutions the doctoral policy. Among its activities, this UB GRS features an
offering of “Advanced Graduate and Professional Programs” (UB Grad’S) built on selected areas of
science and education where Bordeaux has the opportunity to achieve global levels of distinction and
achievement. These UB Grad’S aim at offering educational programs at Master and Doctorate levels
based on both high‐quality disciplinary teaching and on diverse groups of talented and motivated
students to develop skills for a globalized world, in the framework of professional or academic
careers.
Within this context, UB is envisioning the development of 12 UB Grad’S that will be individually
submitted to the present call for “Écoles Universitaires de Recherche” (11 to this call, and another to
the second call). They will all add value to projects developed in the framework of PIA1, including
IdEx. UB is also coordinating a UB Grad’S in Parasitology built on the existing LabEx as a network
(ParaFrap).
The UB Grad’S are presented below, and the ties between each of them and their relationship with
the PIA1 projects are represented on the following diagram.
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UB Grad’S will thus not be incorporated formally as a legal administrative structure but will be
implemented as a program integrated into a unique multidisciplinary Graduate Research School.
Each UB Grad’S will enjoy complete scientific and pedagogical independence, whilst being
administratively supported by a professional organization providing common support services:
financial services, communication, HR, etc. In addition, cross‐fertilization between UB Grad’S will be
promoted, including the organization of joint activities such as summer schools, workshops,
internships, projects. As agreed with partner research organizations, the UB GRS will organize the
involvement of UB Grad’S researchers in training activities (i.e. employees of research bodies), and
deliver a title of “Adjunct Professor of the University of Bordeaux”.
UB has agreed to coordinate and label UB Grad’S only for a selected number of projects which are
fully compliant and aligned with its institutional policy regarding Education (based upon and fueled
by research of excellence and innovative and internationalized education, with strong links with
socio‐economic partners), Talent management (attraction and recruitment of talented students and
staff) and Site policy (strong relationships with research bodies and Engineering/Specialized schools),
as outlined within the framework of IdEx.
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The general rule is that diplomas awarded by UB Grad’S are degrees of UB, with specific “prepared in
the UB Grad’S” wording. In some specific cases, and provided this is compliant with UB’s standards
for graduate education, UB Grad’S may deliver joint degrees in partnership with other institutions, or
deliver a UB certificate as an extension to an external degree.
UB Grad’S master programs are built in accordance with the orientation of the “NEWDEAL Model”
which is the standard to be achieved by the University of Bordeaux as a result of its pedagogical
transformation currently implemented, and also promoted within the framework of the call
“Nouveaux Cursus Universitaires” (NCU). This model is a “signature” student‐centered approach and
will become a key asset in developing the academic repute of UB.
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1 CONTEXTE ET REALISATIONS ANTERIEURES / CONTEXT AND PREVIOUS
ACHIEVEMENTS

1.1 CONTEXTE ET POSITIONNEMENT DU PROJET / CONTEXT AND SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
Moore’s law has rendered computers and other digital terminals omnipresent. The development of
Internet and the widespread dissemination of applications of all kinds have transformed these
terminals into formidable generators of real‐time data. The giants of the Internet (the famous GAFA
– Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon), as well as all the major economic stakeholders (firms and
public and private organizations) started collecting data on their clients and/or users in the 1990s,
giving rise to sets of big and complex data of unprecedented wealth and diversity.
These data represent a mine of unique knowledge providing a new angle on the analysis of every
aspect of social and economic life, as well as for predicting underlying social and economic dynamics:
tweets being able to indicate in real time changes in public "feelings" about a particular question, or
in the a global social mood; research on Google being able to indicate the dynamics of public
concerns (providing the opportunity to observe an epidemic like influenza in real time); auctions on
eBay and transactions on Amazon providing information about the dynamics of global demand, or
demand by geographical area, by groups of products, etc.
But in order to be able to produce valid analyses and predictions, it is necessary to be able to use
these data, which are for the most part unstructured, of different types and granularities, and often
collected and disseminated in real time.
The volume, heterogeneity, complexity and lack of structure of these data do really present new
methodological challenges for their use as a source of information and as an analytical tool in social
sciences in general and in Economics in particular.
The necessity of meeting these challenges opens the way to a new field of investigation: Data
Sciences dedicated to Economics. This field poses new research questions while providing new
opportunities for research in Economics. It creates the need for new professional skills that will have
to be included in any modern graduate syllabus in Economics and more generally in other social
sciences.
Thus, the ambition of the Economics and Data Sciences (EDS) Graduate School (GS) is to create,
within UB, a master and doctorate level program, as well as a center for excellence, both based on
the new perspectives that the Data Revolution and Data Sciences offer today for the development
of theoretical and applied research in Economics and other social sciences.
This Graduate School will make the most of the close links that the faculty of the Department of
Economics, Management, and AES and the community of researchers in Economics (mainly from the
CNRS Joint Research Unit 5113, GREThA) has been able to establish over the last ten years in terms of
training and teaching with the communities of mathematicians, statisticians, computer scientists and,
more recently, that of engineering sciences (previously in the context of the MIMSE Master, and
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today with the Applied Mathematics and Statistics Master on the one hand and, partly, within the
Economic Intelligence Master on the other hand).
While meeting the challenge of research and professional training, the GS will also include a strong
international dimension through partnerships with foreign universities and research institutes.

Fig1: Data Revolution and the EDS Graduate School

1.1.1 Meeting the challenges for research
Two essential features of the community of economists at the Bordeaux site (centered on the
GREThA) place them in a privileged position to develop these new approaches and to stand out in the
national and international landscape of research in this area (see Fig1, these features are developed
in section 1.2 below):
1. the expertise in the computational modeling of economic dynamics, and
2. the ability to link/combine and process highly heterogeneous data.
In addition to these elements, these researchers and faculty have a great deal of experience in
interdisciplinary collaboration (in HSS: history, political science, public health, geography; in ST:
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applied mathematics, computer science, medicine…).
In the current national landscape, no other research team combines these assets. Of course, there
are teams that are highly competent in econometric modeling (such as those attached to the ENSAE,
the Toulouse School of Economics or the Aix Marseille School of Economics), but their empirical
approach has not yet completely taken on board the real‐time unstructured data that we are
targeting in our project, and their theoretical approach is often, by its very nature, oriented towards
the long term and little adapted to taking these data into account. Even at the European level, few
teams are really dealing with these questions which are going to play an increasingly important role
in our vision of economic and financial activities. We are already collaborating with the majority of
them on questions of common interest (University of Torino, Scuole Superiore Sant’Anna in Pisa,
Cattolico in Milan, Amsterdam University, Utrecht University…), but to our knowledge none of them
have the ambitions of this GS.

1.1.2 Training the professionals and researchers of the future
We can no longer obtain the full benefit from the data revolution without developing new
techniques for the analysis of unstructured data, covering highly non‐linear interactions, and for their
intelligible visualization. The researchers at the GREThA have already moved in this direction in order
to answer questions from their main fields of investigation (for example, trying to anticipate the
emergence of a new technological paradigm by analyzing patent data). But our master programs
have not yet completely integrated the requirements of the data revolution.
In this context, the “Economics and Data Sciences” Graduate School project is highly relevant: its
objective will indeed be to make students as well‐prepared as possible to take their place in the next
generation of economists, either as researchers or as professionals, completely at ease with the data
revolution, and highly skilled and trained to deal with it. At the same time, our project aims to make
the University of Bordeaux a pioneering institution in France in the development and teaching of
these approaches in economics.
Meeting these objectives will require the development of a very high level and innovative program
and, to this end, the GS intends to make the most of the potential synergies present at the Bordeaux
site on data analysis. By using these synergies, the GS should be able to give its students all the
necessary skills to meet the scientific and professional challenges presented by the data revolution.
In fact, complex data and their analysis are already found everywhere and will impose themselves
very quickly in every professional aspect of economic activities. The creation, maintenance and
analysis of data are becoming a major source of competitive advantage in all sectors.
There are very few programs similar to the one targeted by this GS in France and even in Europe.
One of them is the MADAS program that the University of Turin is currently developing, and we plan
to formalize a partnership with them (see below).
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1.2 PRINCIPALES REALISATIONS ANTERIEURES / MAIN PREVIOUS ACHIEVEMENTS
1.2.1 Research achievements
The research dynamics implemented over the last ten years by the community of economists at the
Bordeaux site (centered on the GREThA) has two essential features that place it in a privileged
position to develop the Graduate School’s scientific project: (1) expertise in the computational
modeling of economic dynamics and (2) the ability to link/combine and process heterogeneous data.
The first feature is related to the theoretical dimension of the approaches associated with the GS
project: the recent development of computational modeling has produced useful ways to answer
new economic questions, using less restrictive hypotheses than the traditional approach, on the
behaviors of agents, the dynamics of the economy and the connection with data. The use of
computer simulations of “artificial economies” also provides an innovative experimental dimension,
when these simulations respect rigorous experimental design protocols. By the nature of the fields of
research in which they are working, the GREThA’s researchers have real expertise in this domain.
They have been able to use this approach for example to analyze the dynamics of economies in their
interactions with their international or natural environment, as well as the dynamics of
organizational structures, of innovating industries, of systems of patents, of networks, and the
influence of economic policies on these dynamics. The analysis of the results of these simulation
models has quickly made it essential to develop new methods for visualizing and analyzing the large
data sets generated by these same results, and researchers in GREThA have also invested a lot of
effort in this direction.

The second feature concerns the place occupied by data in research carried out by members of the
GREThA, and the nature of those data. Moreover, the emphasis placed on the processing of data of
different types and the need to take them into account in their analyses already significantly reflect
the research practices of the GREThA’s researchers. Their work naturally leads them to compare their
theoretical results with economic data which they also use in formulating the hypotheses for their
theoretical models. But they also have expertise, precious in social sciences and economics, in
creating connections between, or jointly using, heterogeneous data sets of social and economic
variables or even those from a wide variety of other fields. Some examples:


Combining patent data with financial data to analyze the role of patents in technological and
economic development.



Combining patent data with organizational and geographical data to analyze the structure of
networks of innovators.



Combining economic data with environmental data to understand the impact of economic
activities on natural resources and species or ecosystem services.
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Combining economic, environmental and spatial data to predict the future of industries
associated with the development of agro‐ecosystems (for example the wine‐growing and
producing industry).



Combining socio‐economic and public health data and that related to living conditions in
order to characterize development pathways in southern countries.



Combining historic trade records with economic data in order to understand the dynamics of
international trade networks.

This second feature is all the more precious in relation to the data revolution in that the
omnipresence of computers has rendered this expertise essential in terms of the use and combining
of heterogeneous databases because data concerning individuals’ social activities are nowadays
increasingly available in real time, whereas economic science is only just starting to take into account
this dimension of the data revolution. The development of tools to analyze big data, which are often
unstructured, should nevertheless enable economists to free themselves from the “tyranny” of
collecting data with a low frequency so that they can try to produce, for example, a means of
conducting macroeconomic policy that is directly nourished by these data in real time (through
continuous prediction of inflation or economic activity (GDP)). These data even make it possible to
create new concepts and new economic variables (e.g. the development of new indicators of
economic uncertainty based on the analysis of newspaper articles or Twitter feeds). The fineness and
granularity of these data also enable a much more detailed analysis of the behaviors of agents and
their interactions with the markets (including completely new markets made possible thanks to these
data). Moreover, GREThA researchers have also adopted new techniques, currently rather rare in
economics, of visualization and analysis of network (eg. see Fig2), tools for datamining (by using
regression trees and automatic classification methods, for example), as well as simple automatic
learning algorithms (such as artificial neural networks).

Fig2: Visualizing complex data sets : R&D complementarity between CNRS and CEA
(Source: GREThA / Via‐Inno)
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The two aforementioned features of the GREThA’s scientific activities give it a unique position on the
international map of research in Economics, which has been highlighted in the reports from HCERES
and from section 37 of the CNRS. They also favor our participation in international economics
research networks, as well as in collaborative projects with national and international organizations:
DIME REX, Society for Computational Economics; the CNRS’ Mathematics for Sustainable
Development network, collaboration with the FRB; collaborations with the Science and Techniques
Observatory ‐OST‐ attached to the French National Research Agency (ANR), with the INPI and the
World Patent Organization; collaboration with the IFPRI; etc. Most of that researchhas been
supported and developed in the context of projects that form part of national or international
research support programs from which funding has been obtained by GREThA researchers (see
below).

1.2.2 Existing programs
Some of the master programs in economics at the University of Bordeaux have recently started to
include methods taken from data sciences in the courses offered to students. Some of these Masters
have even been developed with this in mind from the start, in collaboration with colleagues from
IMB and LABRI. A typical example is the current Master in Applied Mathematics and Statistics, which
is the successor of the only joint Master between the former three universities in Bordeaux: the
MIMSE (Mathematical, Statistical and Economic Modeling and Engineering) Master which has been
built, 10 years ago, as the result of very close collaboration between these teams. The GS project that
we are proposing makes the most of this existing collaboration, and of the ease with which the
different disciplines worked together. In terms of this Master, we have also collaborated since the
start with components of what is today Bordeaux INP (ENSEIRB‐MATMECA engineering school). New
collaborative projects have also recently been developed with the INP in relation to the Master in
Economic Intelligence. These established programs constitute a solid base for developing the GS.
We can also note that the new set of courses created during the last year’s accreditation campaign of
the Master programs in the UB, puts it in a favorable position for creating new programs at the
junction of these communities, in accordance with the aims of the GS.
The faculty and researchers in GREThA currently run three Master programs which are de facto
affiliated to the GS: the Applied Mathematics and Statistics Master (for the IREF sub‐program); the
Economic Development Master, the Economic Intelligence Master. The coordination between these
programs, by members of the GREThA will obviously make it easier to achieve consistency between
their pedagogical content and that of the GS.
As indicated above, today these Masters’ courses are strong in the teaching of quantitative
techniques and the processing of economic data and this content will be further enriched when the
GS is set up. Moreover, they fit closely into a site‐based logic, because at least two Masters (IE; MAS‐
IREF) offer joint degrees with engineering schools attached to Bordeaux INP (ENSEIRB‐MATMECA). At
the same time, the GS will be able to build on (or even extend) certain partnerships developed at the
international level in these master programs: for example, the double diploma between Master
programs in Strategy and Economic Intelligence from UB and in Cooperation, Development and
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Innovation in the Global Economy from Turin University, will be extended to the GS, through the
collaboration with the MADAS program of the same University and the Carlo Alberto Institute. These
partnerships currently take the form of student and faculty exchange. Such exchanges also exist with
other institutions and, for example, the partnership with the French Institute in Pondicherry (IFP,
UMIFRE CNRS, India) will yield opportunities for new collaborations with Indian universities of that
region (Pondicherry University and Chennai University).
The Master‐Ph.D. interface that the GS aims to consolidate could also benefit from the experience
gained with the "Enterprise Economy Society" Doctoral School, to which the GREThA is associated.
This Doctoral School, covering also the Ph.D. programs in management and demography, organizes
the supervision of 105 theses in these fields through the organization of a selective doctoral
competitive entrance exam open also to non‐local candidates. The need to send our students to
European Doctoral Schools became clear from the current impossibility to set up such a program
locally, despite all our efforts. The development of such a strong and international doctoral program
will thus be the main objective of our GS.

1.2.3 Institutional background and support
The “Economics and Data Sciences” GS project fits perfectly in the significant structuring process in
economics (both in research and in teaching) that has been at work at the Bordeaux site over the last
10 years. The main impulse for this dynamic has come from the GREThA, since its creation in 2007.
 Support by the GREThA , a CNRS joint research unit (UMR) in economics
The GREThA brings together the majority of those involved in research into Economics at UB,
including approximately 60 researchers and faculty, 50 funded PhD students, 10 engineers and
administrative staff (not counting those employed by the VIA‐Inno platform).
‐ Visibility and influence of the GREThA: The visibility that the research unit has acquired since its
creation in 2007 in the national and international landscape of economics research is demonstrated
by the global RePEc (Research Papers in Economics) ranking which places it 3rd in France, among the
CNRS units in economics outside the Ile de France region.
‐ Scientific Production: bearing witness to its members’ strong and continuous investment in
academic research, the GREThA community published 282 articles in peer‐reviewed journals
between 2009 and mid‐2014. Appendix D lists the main publications relevant to this project for the
period 2013‐2017 and published by some of the potential members of the faculty of the GS.
‐ International Conferences: The GREThA has organized several major international conferences on
subjects closely linked to the GS. We can list from the last three years:
‐

EPIP 2017: Annual world conference of the European Policy on Innovation and Patents
network;

‐

CEF 2016: Annual world conference of the Society for Computational Economics and Finance;

‐

RMA 2015: Annual world conference of the Natural Resource Modeling Association.
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‐ International Collaboration Network: Through its members, the GREThA has developed a dense
network of international collaborative projects (with notable support over the last few years from
the Bordeaux IdEx through the Visiting Scholars Program ‐ see Appendix F for recent visiting
scholars), which has enabled it to develop a set of overseas partnerships which will be mobilized for
the GS. Strong relationships have thus been developed with researchers from overseas universities
and economics research departments that have a strong international reputation and in particular1:
‐

Australia: University of Melbourne and RMIT University

‐

Canada: HEC Montreal, Simon Fraser University

‐

India: French Institute in Pondicherry (UMIFRE CNRS)

‐

Italy: Bocconi University (ICRIOS), Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Scuole Superiore
Santa Anna (Pise), University of Torino

‐

Netherlands: University of Amsterdam (CeNDEF), Utrecht University

‐

USA: Universities of Stanford (SIEPR and Department of Economics) and University of
California Davis,

1

Two associated international research center projects are currently under development and should be set up over the
next five years, one with the Institute of Public Goods and Policies (CSIC, Madrid) and the other with the RMIT Melbourne.
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‐ Development of research projects and participation in the local site policy
 Research projects: The majority of the work developed in the GREThA comes from
research projects awarded and funded as part of national or international research support
programs. In 2017, these include2:
‐

two projects funded by the European Union (of which one led by the GREThA)

‐

one international project funded by the Belmont Forum (coordinated by the ANR and led by
the GREThA)

‐

four projects supported by the ANR (including two coordinated by the GREThA)

‐

two projects supported by the National Cancer Institute

‐

five projects funded as part of the Aquitaine Region’s CCRRDT program

‐

one project funded by the ADEME

‐

one project funded by the French Development Agency

 Involvement in the local research dynamics: The GREThA’s scientific program is highly
integrated with that of the Bordeaux site and thus actively contributes to operations supported by,
or included in, the IdEx. In this respect, the GREThA:
‐

is a stakeholder in the LabEx COTE on the evolution, adaptation and governance of
continental and coastal ecosystems).

‐

is responsible for the VIA‐Inno platform labeled Societal Innovation Center – CIS – in the IdEx
(the GREThA is also involved in another CIS‐type initiative, the Urban Forum).

‐

hosts two regional excellence / Bordeaux IdEx chairs: one chair in “the Economics of
Knowledge and Innovation” (Pr. F. Lissoni) (2013 – 2017) and one chair in “Sustainable
Innovations by Companies and Socio‐Economic Issues affecting the Wine Industry” (Dr. E.
Giraud‐Héraud, INRA) (2014 – 2018).

The integration of the GREThA into the site dynamic should moreover be strengthened by the
creation (planned for the current five‐year period) of an INRA Unit Under Contract at the GREThA to
carry out a scientific project: “Sustainability of agro‐ecosystems and corporate social responsibility:
application to the wine‐producing ecosystem and industry”. This project aims to contribute to the
development of a think‐tank in social sciences on the vine and wine, associating the UB, the Institute
of Sciences of the Vine and Wine, INRA and Bordeaux Sciences Agro while developing close
interaction between the different scientific disciplines, HSS and others, involved in this theme. The

2

Annex E lists the main ongoing projects at the GREThA at that date.
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development of such a multi‐disciplinary approach which will include a significant, transversal aspect
in terms of data relating to the wine‐producing agro‐ecosystem could dovetail well with several of
the dimensions covered by the GS.

‐ Dissemination of research
Like the GREThA, the GS will be expected to disseminate its work to many parts of society. The
appropriation of data science‐related approaches is a major issue for companies, local authorities
and higher education establishments. These new methods play a major role in the process of making
political, scientific or economic decisions.
From this point of view, the GS will be able to make full use of the technological analysis and
intelligence platform VIA‐Inno which will be a major vector for the dissemination of data science
methods in economics to the socio‐economic and industrial world. The platform was set up in the
GREThA in 2009 and has become, through its accreditation as a Bordeaux IdEx (Societal Innovation
Center, CIS) in 2012, a key center of expertise at Bordeaux University in the field of technological
intelligence. The main objective of VIA‐Inno is to promote (and ultimately to transfer) methods
enabling researchers to analyze the financial and technological scientific environment of innovation
pathways. Through this platform, the GREThA has been able to contract joint research centers (Open
labs) with major industrial (PSA, Michelin, CEVA Animal Health) and institutional (CRA) groups. These
partnerships will be used to the benefit of the program developed in the GS3 in cases where, from
the operational point of view, they are based on original methods for processing and visualizing the
data.
Finally, it should be noted that the GREThA also participates in the Urban Forum, a societal
innovation project run by Sciences Po Bordeaux as part of the Bordeaux IdEx bringing together about
40 researchers from five research centers and from different disciplines (economics, geography,
planning, history, political science, sociology and psychology), focusing on urban problems. The
inclusion of GREThA researchers in this initiative is linked to the analysis of questions of mobility and
to the use of geo‐located data.

 The Maison de l’Economie
The 1st January 2020 will be an important date for the GS because it will be able to move into a new,
6,700‐square‐meter building, designed with its syllabus in mind, thus “materializing” the Graduate
School envisaged by the present application.
This building project (see Fig3), initiated in 2009 and funded by the Campus Plan and the Aquitaine
Region, has been designed with three objectives: (i) to bring together – in a single location –

3

Through the VIA‐Inno platform, the GREThA is a member of the Thematic Promotion Consortium of the ATHENA Alliance
which could constitute a precious means for the dissemination of the Graduate School’s activities to socio‐economic
stakeholders.
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research, documentation, teaching (Master and Ph.D.); (ii) transform the documentation center into
a “Learning Center”, based on access to a wide range of digital resources, particularly, structured
databases; (iii) set up active learning spaces focused on “doing” and “Blended Learning”: three
creative teaching rooms (mobile furniture and touchscreens), a data lab (room dedicated to working
on databases in small groups), a room for simulations, particularly of markets, offices for teaching
initiatives and student initiatives, six work rooms for small groups. A connected lecture theatre fitted
with recent video capture equipment which would be open for public events.

Fig3: The Maison de l’Economie, a brand new building dedicated to the « Bordeaux School of
Economics » and the Graduate Research School in Economics and Data Science

It should be noted that the “Maison de l’Economie” project accompanies another, the Bordeaux
School of Economics (BSE), whose objective is to group all the economics programs at the site and
contribute to a strengthened interface between teaching and research. The setting up of the GS, by
virtue of its structuring nature, will considerably increase attractiveness and visibility of the EEB while
at the same time the GS could benefit from means made available to the EEB. A virtuous synergy may
thus be anticipated between these two projects.
 Department of Economics, Management and AES
The Faculty of Economic Sciences, Management and Economic and Social Administration plays a
major role in structuring the teaching programs (particularly at Master level) on which the GS will
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usefully be able to base its program. The department has approximately 4,500 students, spread over
two general undergraduate degrees, seven vocational undergraduate degrees, one Magistère, six
Masters options and four university degrees. Based on well‐adapted, up‐to‐date teaching, it offers
students:
‐
‐
‐

internships in companies throughout courses;
the possibility of studying abroad in L3 or M1;
the possibility of joining a track taught in English right from L1 (1st year undergraduate) by
opting for the Euro / International track certificate

2 DESCRIPTION DU PROJET / PROJECT DESCRIPTION
2.1

DESCRIPTION DU PROGRAMME, AMBITION, PERTINENCE, STRATEGIE DE FORMATION /

PROGRAMME OUTLINES, VISION, AMBITION, EDUCATIONAL STRATEGY
The objective of the EDS Graduate School is to make students as well‐prepared as possible to
become part of the future generation of economists, as researchers or professionals, completely at
ease with the data revolution, and fully competent and trained to deal with it. At the same time our
project aims to make University of Bordeaux (UB) a pioneering establishment in France in the
development of, and learning about, these approaches in economics.

2.1.1 An ambitious program focused on essential new skills
The GS will establish an educational program to enable students to acquire all the skills necessary to
meet the scientific and professional challenges of the data revolution. In fact, big/complex data and
its analysis are already everywhere and will very quickly establish themselves in all professional fields
relating to economics. They already play a central role in banks and insurance companies (real‐time
risk analysis, analysis of financial data), in marketing departments (analysis of customer behavior),
and in supply chain management, since the Internet of things, which is currently emerging, is already
transforming all the vertical industrial relationships (electricity, mines, production lines, etc.). The
creation, maintenance and analysis of data are becoming a major source of competitive advantage in
all sectors. Specific jobs have already emerged that integrate these skills into company hierarchies:
data scientist, decision scientist, business analytics engineer, risk manager, big data financial
engineer, etc. In the end, all the jobs in the economic and financial sector will be affected by the data
revolution and the necessity to take it into account.

2.1.2 A modular and innovative program structure, a guarantee of openness and
flexibility
To lead our students to acquire these skills, we have designed a program in 2+1 years. The first two
years of the GS will be based on Masters in economics whose objectives are aligned with those of the
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GS. For each year of the Master level (corresponding to 60 ECTS), the selected students will follow a
program in Economics and Data Sciences, organized like a specialization co‐accredited by all the
Master programs associated with the GS. The content of this specialization program will correspond
to the following modular structure for the acquisition of skills (see section 2.3 for a detailed
presentation of the syllabus):


18 ECTS in the specific skills of the GS;



12 ECTS in two projects dedicated to the GS, aimed at learning through research;



30 ECTS in one of the Master programs associated with the GS.

This Master‐level program will be followed by a third year with advanced modules, corresponding
either to the first year of Ph. D., or to expertise training for students wishing to start a professional
career.
Students enrolled for a Ph. D. in the GS will benefit from doctoral training reinforced by this third
year of study, but also from close supervision throughout their doctoral research by GS research staff
(in addition to their thesis supervision committee), through regular research seminars, enriched by
the visiting scholars invited by the GS and research periods in research centers that form part of the
GS’ international network.
In addition to the courses offered by the GS we would like to prepare certain selected L3 students for
the GS, through complementary modules leading to the skills necessary to ensure their success in the
GS. This third‐year undergraduate degree module will not be part of the GS.
The planned modular structure of the GS seems to us to be particularly appropriate for
accommodating future changes likely to occur in the School, notably in terms of the integration of
other Master programs that share our teaching objectives, be they in economics or in other HSS
disciplines.
This flexibility will be reinforced by the organization of program modules specific to the GS in the
form of intensive sessions (summer/autumn/spring schools), so that students and researchers from
other disciplines or even other universities can take part. In fact, we anticipate that the innovative,
pioneering dimension of this program will attract an audience that goes beyond our own students.
The majority of the program will be organized in the form of “hands‐on”, interactive modules, rather
than lectures, in order to encourage accelerated acquisition of skills.
Finally, this modularity will provide the opportunity of enriching the program with modules
mutualized with the other GSs at the site, based on common pedagogical objectives.
The project‐based part of the program (a data project and a modeling project each year) will of
course be flexible by its very nature.

2.1.3 A program that will have a structuring role at several levels
The GS has also the potential to break down the barriers between existing research domains at four
different levels.
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•

First, the GS will enable us to better articulate the Master programs in economics associated with
the GS and to considerably strengthen the Ph. D. program. By providing a common skill base at
the heart of our Master and Ph.D. programs, the School will enable all the students to perfectly
deal with tomorrow’s challenges in Economics and in the corresponding professions in whichever
thematic field of specialization attracts them the most. The specific structure envisaged for this
program does indeed result from the transversal nature of these skills.

•

Second, at the heart of the “Maison de l’économie” the construction of which will soon start, and
of the Bordeaux School of Economics (BSE), currently under development, the GS will also
continue to structure and reinforce research in Economics at Bordeaux, that is currently carried
out within different institutional sets on the site: the Department of Economics, Management,
and AES; the CNRS INRA and IRSTEA teams/institutions; Bordeaux Sciences Agro school and
ISPED. That consolidation around the questions raised by the data revolution in the field of
economics will increase the national and international visibility of that research thanks to the
pioneering nature of the GS. The “Maison de l’économie” will also become the place where
teaching, research, dissemination and responses to the requests from the socio‐economic world
will be located, thus increasing yet further the Graduate School’s visibility. The development of
the trio “Maison de l’économie” , the Bordeaux School of Economics and the GS in Economics
and Data Sciences will provide a unique opportunity to strengthen the position of Bordeaux
University in Economics

•

Third, the GS could promote a reinforced collaboration network between the teams that develop
complementary skills on data analysis on the site (IMB: population dynamics, learning from
statistics, decision sciences, optimization, data mining; LABRI: visualization, graphs and networks,
exploration of big data; SYS‐NUM cluster: scientific calculation; ISPED: epidemiological and living
conditions data sets and analysis). Joint seminars on data analysis and modeling would be a
natural and welcome outcome of such connections.

•

Finally, the data revolution presents both a challenge and the opportunity to build solid
interdisciplinary bridges between the HSS and ST research forces at the UB. While Economics,
thanks to its historical origins, does occupy a natural junction between these disciplines, we in no
way see the GS as being exclusively dedicated to economics and its interaction with the data
revolution: other HSS disciplines that wish to develop these skills and that develop Masters’
courses structured around this objective will be welcome in this GS4. Our current synergies with
researchers in other HSS domains (see supra) might easily sustain the leverage effect that the GS
could play in the emergence of fully interdisciplinary scientific practices around the data
revolution. The modular structure of the GS would moreover facilitate this extension. Since part
of our teaching will be organized in intensive sessions (e.g. summer schools) that will be open to

Sociology was the first discipline to take up the challenge of analyzing networks, while archeology quickly
began using satellite data and making the most of image processing to extract information from them (geography
made further extended use of those tools). History is also making increasing use of unstructured, heterogeneous
data and new modeling techniques are transforming the current cliometrics‐based approach.

4
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PhD students and researchers from other disciplines, the former could then progressively
integrate this content into Master programs in their discipline and thus enable the latter to be
gradually included in the GS.

2.2 PRESENTATION SCIENTIFIQUE DU PROJET / SCIENTIFIC SCOPE AND CONTENTS OF THE
PROJECT
The scientific ambition of the GS is clear: developing new skills which have become essential in order
to take into account the Data Revolution in Economics, both at the empirical and theoretical levels.
The integration of these skills will, at some stage, profoundly transform the discipline of Economics
and even social sciences as a whole.

The techniques for analyzing economic and social data at the professional level are/will be the first to
be affected by this revolution, but empirical modeling and theoretical models in Economics research
will also have to face a strong challenge. The very rich data sets that are emerging will reveal complex
economic/social dynamics that only a subset of existing theoretical models is capable of formalizing.
Taking these data into account globally will require the inclusion of new skills in economics programs.
In the end, with the development of artificial intelligence, unsupervised real‐time modeling will
certainly play a significant role in the activities of economists and the corresponding professions.
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As we noted in section 1.2; the building of those skills can consistently rest upon the research lines
that have been followed in GREThA and on which it has acquired expertise and visibility as well as an
original position on the research map. Those lines notably concern: computational modeling (agent
based modeling, as well computational general equilibrium models); networks analysis; bio‐
economic modeling. In the different applied research areas that are explored in GREThA
(development studies; cliometrics; analysis of patent data; ecosystems, etc.), specific tools and
methodologies have also been developed so as to deal with complex data sets as well as to draw
relevant information from them in the analyses.
It has also to be noted that the CNRS researchers affiliated to GREThA will be leading on many of the
issues and approaches that will be addressed by the GS. This is not a coincidence as many
touchstones of the GS’ project fit the scientific guidelines drawn by the CNRS (INSHS) for the future,
namely a strong emphasis put on interdisciplinary research and the exploration of some frontier
topics as big data and complex system analysis.
These new skills will also change the way in which we design our teaching programs and the way in
which competences are acquired. The innovations in teaching methods to be introduced must give
the students a much more active role in the specification of their profile and in the acquisition of
skills than at present and this will be key for the future research path that she will able follow in the
future. The GS schemes that will be designed accordingly will fruitfully rely upon those developed in
the project MOOCInnov+, laureate in 2015 of the IDEFI‐N ANR funded call for projects in the
framework of the PIA (Investments for the future) Initiative.

2.3 PRESENTATION DU PROJET D’OFFRE DE FORMATION / DESCRIPTION OF THE LEARNING
CURRICULUM

2.3.1 Presentation of the existing programs at the Master and Ph.D. level
The EDS GS can be viewed as the natural continuation of the strategy that has been followed by the
Department of Economics, Management, and AES in structuring the Master programs in Economics,
by directly connecting them with the research programs of the research centers (and more
specifically of the GREThA). Consequently, the proposed GS program naturally and directly builds on
this recent restructuring, while continuing to strengthen the interface with research and the Ph.D.
programs5.
The Master programs currently associated with the GS proposed in this project6 are the following:
•

Master of Applied Mathematics and Statistics;

We are only at the end of the first year of existence of this new structure of the Master programs, and it is still
too early to make a quantitative evaluation.
5

We expect other programs (in Economics, and other disciplines) to progressively join this GS, as soon as their
academic objectives and content become consistent with the EDS GS.

6
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•

Master of Economic Development ;

•

Master of Economic Intelligence.

These Master programs are currently followed by 300 students (cf. Tab1), and attract around one
thousand applications each year, originating from different undergraduate programs (Economics;
Applied Mathematics and Computer Science; AES) and different cities in France, and different
countries (see Fig4 and the table in Appendix C). French speaking countries dominate in the
international origin of current students and one of the main contribution of the GS program will be
the extension of this basin of attraction towards English‐speaking areas.

Year

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

M1

117

138

139

175

109

M2

187

169

153

151

190

Total Master

304

307

292

326

299

Ph.D.

98

92

78

73

58

Ph D Defenses

16

15

15

19

25

Total Ph.D.

114

107

93

92

83

Tab1. Flow of students in the associated master programs and Ph.D.

In any case, the existing Master programs are already a rich pool from which the students for the
EDS GS will be selected. Moreover, the majority of the Ph.D. grants in Economics given by the
multidisciplinary Doctoral School (ED 42, Entreprise Economie et Société) have been obtained by
students graduating from these Master programs, showing their undeniable quality, since they are
able to compete successfully with students from other areas. The professional integration of the
students choosing this orientation in the Master programs is also very satisfactory over all programs,
and exceptional in some (100% long term contracts three years after graduation, with salaries above
the market average).
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Fig4: International dimension of existing master programs

We also note steady numbers of Ph.D. students and defenses over the last five years (cf. Tab1). We
expect however that the GS will allow us to structurally increase the number of Ph.D. students
(notably attracted from abroad) who moreover, thanks to the reinforced supervision provided by the
GS, will be able to complete and defend their Ph.D. thesis more quickly. In the subset of students
affiliated to the GREThA, we observe that over the period 2009‐2014, 47 Ph.D. theses have been
defended and granted. 24 of the candidates are currently employed by public (19) or private (five)
universities and Research institutes, three outside of France. Others have chosen public
organizations, or private companies.

2.3.2 Program proposed by the Economics and Data Science (EDS) Graduate School (GS)

Pedagogical project of the GS
The University of Bordeaux GS EDS proposes a program covering three years, the two years of the
Master level, and the first year of the Ph.D. level. It will also cover the last two years of the Ph.D.
level, and enhance the supervision of the doctoral students during these years. It thus offers a strong
articulation between the Master and Ph.D. programs, based on the progressive acquisition of a large
set of skills specifically designed to cope with the Data Revolution in Economics (see Fig5).
Each year, the Steering Committee (see Section 3, below) will select a group of 50‐60 students (from
a pool of at least 300 students, corresponding to the current population of the associated Master
programs, and expected to become larger in the future). The main criteria guiding this selection
process will be as follows:
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(i)

typically, an undergraduate degree in Economics or Applied Mathematics and Computing
(preferably with a social science component, like the MIASH programs), or an equivalent
international degree;

(ii)

a strong background in empirical analysis, mathematics, and economic analysis;

(iii)

a satisfactory level of spoken and written English (at least B1, preferably C1 or C2).

For each Master year (corresponding to 60 ECTS), the selected students will follow a program
organized with the following blocks of modules:


18 ECTS in the modules specific to the EDS‐GS, in order to acquire the skills necessary for
working in Economics in the post‐ Data Revolution world;



12 ECTS in projects dedicated to learning by research;



30 ECTS in the associated Master programs, selected as fields of specialization.

Students who succeed in this program will obtain a Master’s degree from the French Academic
system, with a denomination corresponding to the associated Master program they have chosen,
and the specialization Economics and Data Sciences.
This Master level program will be completed by a third year, which will either be part of the doctoral
program for students desiring to go on to do a Ph.D., or will complement the skills of students
desiring to join the professional sector. The latter will be able to demonstrate the new skills they
have acquired by virtue of an Expertise Certificate. Students going on to do a Ph.D. will benefit from
the enhanced supervision offered by the GS, and will obtain a Ph.D. degree in Economics. In all
configurations, the degree supplement will list the specific skills acquired in this program.

Structure of the proposed program
The program of the EDS GS is organized in order to help students acquire the necessary skills through
a complete set of modules corresponding to different areas (see the following paragraph), and to
gradually increasing methodological refinement. Complementary modules will also be proposed in
order to increase the success rate of students originating from different scientific backgrounds. Some
of our existing Master programs already recruit students from Economics and Mathematics, and we
are successful in giving them their fair chance of success thanks to these upgrading modules (in
Economics for the students coming from Math, and in Math/Stat for students from Economics). A
specific set of modules will also be offered to final year undergraduate students aiming to enter the
GS program.
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Fig5: Structure of the program: Articulation with the master programs and the standard degrees.

We now present the exact content of the program.
Graduate program in Economics and Data science: Specific skill modules
a) Skill modules specific to the GS (18 ECTS per annum in Master, 30 ECTS in D1)
The guiding principle of each module is to start with analytical skills already acquired in a standard
undergraduate economics program, and progressively introduce, during the two years of the Master
program and the first year of the doctoral program, the new skills necessary for coping with the Data
Revolution (see top part of Fig6). These skills can be grouped under three headings corresponding to
three modules:
1. Visualization module (Visu);
2. Empirical modeling Module (EmpMod);
3. Computational modeling Module (CompMod).
The School will progressively develop each of these skill modules over the three years. The details of
the modules, and the pace of their acquisition in the School are given in the next figure (see bottom
part of Fig6).
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Fig6: Skill Modules: Progressive acquisition of specific skills (★ : optional modules)

b) Modeling projects (12 ECTS)
Students will develop and apply their skills in two individual modeling projects each year (6 ECTS
each): one empirical, mainly economic data oriented, the other on computational modeling of
economic dynamics. These projects will be proposed by the faculty of the GS, on the basis of their
current research projects and contracts. CNRS and INRA researchers are expected to play a strong
role in suggesting projects. These projects will directly initiate the students into real‐world research
methods, in a hands‐on way, in accordance with the learning‐by‐doing philosophy adopted by this GS
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c) Thematic specialization modules (30 ECTS)
In each year of the Master, the Master programs associated with the GS will offer specialization
modules in accordance with their fields. A rich set of modules already exists in these programs in
English (see Appendix B), and some new modules will be developed to enhance the articulation of
these fields with the EDS program.
d) Supervision of the students during the second and third years of the doctoral program (D 2‐3)
• Enhanced supervision of doctoral research by an international thesis committee dedicated to
each thesis project;
• Participation in frequent research seminars, some of them specifically organized for the GS;
• Individual meetings with visiting scholars, for supplementary advice;
• Stays in research centers belonging to the international network of the GS;
• Development of international double‐degree agreements, and a Marie‐Curie Doctoral Training
network with European partners (see below).

Organisation of the program
The program’s skill modules will be organized in intensive sessions as Autumn, Spring and Summer
Schools. The teaching methods will be based on active learning practices (see the section on teaching
practices and innovation below). CNRS and INRA researchers will be strongly involved in these
sessions, and a significant proportion of the latter will also be taught by lecturers invited from our
international pool, and by professionals from our industrial partners.

2.3.3 The program’s dedicated academic staff
The program’s academic staff will of course fully benefit from local synergies in the UB, including
researchers and professors in Economics, Statistics, Mathematics and Computer Science working on
all aspects of the Data Revolution. This academic staff will be reinforced by a pool of international
researchers, with specific expertise on methods, data, and the fields of application of the GS (see
Appendix A). This academic team will also be completed by professionals working with data in fields
connected with the GS, and belonging to our partners in industrial groups and corporations in other
sectors (see below). The modular structure of the program, organized in intensive sessions, will favor
the participation of this international and professional teaching staff in the program.

2.3.4 Attractiveness of the program
This ambitious GS project aims to place the UB in the Top Five in its field in Europe, in terms of
scientific rank and academic attractiveness, ten years from now.
Its thematic and methodological originality and ambition, combining data science and computational
modeling in Economics, should attract a continuous flow of highly competent international students,
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notably from English‐speaking countries like India. The academic network that is behind the teaching
team of the GS (see Appendices A and F) is a key feature of the program, and will secure this
attractiveness at the international level.
Indeed, no other economics research university in France or even Europe possesses the necessary
critical mass in the fields targeted by the EDS GS. Moreover, the GS has the ambition of grouping
together teams in other disciplines (geography, sociology, archeology, history, etc.). This more global,
interdisciplinary dimension of the GS will also increase its international attractiveness.
Another tool for increasing this attractiveness is made possible by the modular and flexible structure
we adopt for this GS: opening the intensive sessions, especially in the third year of the program, to
Ph.D. students and researchers from other universities in France and abroad, will increase the
visibility of the graduate program itself in these universities. Offering the Expertise Certificate as a
life‐long learning program should also contribute to this visibility by increasing the School’s
credibility.
Finally, the program’s principal asset in terms of its international attractiveness is offering a
curriculum completely in English on a very attractive and promising research area , and grants,
specific to this program, will offer students the possibility of continuing their studies in a different
country.
At the local and national level, the natural attractiveness of the program for undergraduate students
in Economics and Applied mathematics will be reinforced by establishing cooperative agreements
with Classes Préparatoires (programs preparing for the French Grandes Ecoles, a unique French
system attracting the best students after their Baccalaureate), in order to allow reorientation of their
students towards the EDS program. Since there is no other similar program in Economics, its
attractiveness at the regional and national level will be quite strong.
Consequently, the program’s target audience is quite large and diverse: undergraduate programs in
Economics and Applied mathematics; Classes Préparatoires; Management Schools; international
students; professionals; researchers from other universities.
We will also follow an active promotion strategy for the GS, both at the national and international
level:


Participation in national and international salons;



Advertisement in dedicated magazines (L’Etudiant, The Economist, etc.);



Advertisement in on‐line media: Google, Facebook;



Creation of a Facebook page promoting the program, etc.;



Last but not least, creation of a web site rich in information and using a variety of media.
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2.3.5 Main synergies and collaborations around the EDS Graduate School
 Local/National ecosystem of the Graduate school EDS
The graduate school will benefit from local and national synergies with important actors indicated in
the following table (see Tab2).

Topics

Contact

Institution

Visualization / networks

G. Melançon

LABRI (UMR CNRS/ UB)

Data mining ; statistics and
optimisation

F. Clautiaux

IMB (UMR CNRS / UB)

Spatial data and geo referencing

M. Noucher

PASSAGES (UMR CNRS)

Public Health data and policy
evaluation

J. Wittwer

EMOS – Bordeaux Population
Health (UB / INSERM) ‐ ISPED

Ecosystem and spatial data

T. Rambonilaza

IRSTEA ‐ Bordeaux

Agro‐ecosystem data (vineyards)

E. Giraud Heraud

EA Œnologie (USC INRA / UB)

Data on industry and innovation
clusters

M. Leroy

AIRBUS

Data on industry and innovation
clusters

N. Dubuc

Michelin

Data on industry and innovation
clusters

G. Blokkeel

PSA

Real‐time data on transportation

F. Ghiron

Topos

Tab2: Main local/national synergies around the EDS program
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 International academic partners of the EDS Graduate School
The GS will develop international academic cooperation in order to increase its attractiveness, and
the flow of students with high qualifications from Europe or other English‐speaking countries with a
very good level of analytical education, like India. We have already established contacts with two
important partners (see their letters of support in Appendix):
‐

Cooperation with the University of Turin: We already have a double‐degree agreement with
this university in the field of Economic Intelligence. We are now developing this partnership
in order to establish a strong connection with a second degree Master program (hence at the
doctoral level), which shares many of the scientific objectives of the EDS GS, at the Collegio
Carlo d’Alberto and the University of Turin: MAster in DAta Sciences for complex economic
systems. Following a recent meeting in Turin, it is clear that strong synergies exist between
our programs, and we have started to build a long‐term collaborative framework, starting
with the exchange of students and academic staff, and progressively developing together a
Marie‐Curie doctoral training network including other partners, like the Universities of
Amsterdam and Utrecht in the Netherlands, and Bielefeld University in Germany.

‐

Cooperation with the French Institute of Pondicherry (IFP): The GS will also benefit from the
existing partnership between the GREThA and this institute (a foreign based joint research
unit of the CNRS ‐ UMIFRE) for fostering student mobility, for research and doctoral projects.
IFP will also play an important role in relaying the program of the GS, and increasing its
attractiveness to Indian universities in the region (Pondicherry, Chennai), and with the
excellent Indian Institutes of Technology.

 Industrial and international cooperation
‐

Industrial groups and private corporations: Thanks to the Via‐Inno development platform,
and research contracts, the GREThA has developed strong links with many important
industrial groups (Michelin, Peugeot, Airbus…). Some of these collaborations are even
formalized as Open Labs between these groups and the GREThA (see above and see the
letter of support of Michelin Group’s Chief Knowledge and Technology Intelligence Officer).
The GS will fully benefit from these collaborations and our students will be able to develop
real‐world projects with these groups and obtain internships that should clearly favor their
professional integration in the very attractive fields covered by the GS. This strong demand
is also felt from our partners in other sectors, be it the private financial sector (BNP Personal
Finance, CNP Assurances, AMUNDI Asset Management), or public authorities regulating
them (AMF, ACPR). Collaborations with these actors have been established for a long time in
some of our Master programs (e.g. Applied Mathematics and Statistics).

‐

International Institutions: The EDS GS is also targeting partnerships with international
organizations that are dealing with the Data Revolution: World Bank, WTO, UNCTAD, FAO,
Banque Africaine de Développement, Inter‐American Development Bank, BIT, BCE, etc.). Our
existing connections with these organizations will be used as an active channel for checking
the relevance of the program to their professional needs. These organizations do indeed
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frequently hire Research Assistants at the graduate level, and Research Fellows at the Ph.D.
level. Regular liaison with them should reduce the asymmetric information from which they
may suffer in this hiring process. These links will also offer new research internship
possibilities to GS students.

2.3.6 Innovative teaching methods for active learning
The Graduate School (GS) will be designed as a Lab School that will promote hands‐on experiments,
and empowerment of the students in their learning process, as well as learning‐by‐doing in terms of
research methods.
The program clearly fits into the Makers movement: it places a lot of emphasis on student projects,
and on student creativity. Its structure has been designed with this objective in mind, basing student
learning as much as possible on group activities, oriented towards collaboration for solving
scientifically and professionally relevant problems in the fields related to the GS.

Fig7: A program based on active learning

Students will assimilate new skills progressively, thanks to a program composed of three equal parts
(see also Fig7):
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•

one third knowledge‐acquisition sessions, based on lectures, and working in teams on
documents (on and off‐line, in MOOCs), with feedback in flipped classrooms.

•

one third thematic workshops, dedicated to specializations offered by the Master and research
programs, where students will directly work on real world data, and build computational models;

•

for the last third, two personal projects, one mainly on data analysis, and another on modeling,
in order to become fully familiar with real research questions.

An active role will also be given in these workshops and projects to the Ph.D. students and post‐docs
in order to initiate them into the supervision of students and to ensure a smooth interface between
the program and research projects. Complementary online modules will also be created to cover
issues not directly tackled in the previous modules (for example, the ethics and politics of the Data
Revolution). The GS will be supported by MoocInnov+ (http://u‐lab.fr/) that has been laureate in
2015 of the IDEFI‐N ANR funded call for projects in the framework of the PIA (Investments for the
future) Initiative.
Moreover, necessary dedicated equipment will be adopted for these innovative teaching methods
(creativity classrooms for group learning; computer lab for empirical and computational modeling,
and learning from economic experiments). The MoocInnov+ platform will also provide the GS with
some supplementary teaching tools: a private network (smartphone compatible), open to academic
staff (Ulab); an application for skill exchange and tutoring (Ulearn); an application for collaborative
projects; academic tutorial videos on complementary subjects and more specialized skills.
A very important ally in this innovative strategy will be the MAPI department of the UB that
accumulated a very significant experience in the program/skill‐based approaches to education. Our
program will consequently benefit form the Transformation of Teaching Practices Program of the UB
When combined with the infrastructures of the “Maison de l’Economie”, these teaching tools will
lead to a GS that is really original in terms of research topics, as well as teaching methods.

2.3.7 Links to the undergraduate programs
A specific module dedicated to the early acquisition of preparatory skills will be offered during the
third year of the undergraduate program to students wishing to enroll in the EDS Graduate Program.
The NewDEAL project of the UB, that is proposed to the PIA3 New Academic Cursus Call will allow
the offering of a personalized cursus to these students
Module L3: Preparatory certificate in EDS, 12 ECTS (not part of the GS)
o

Basic data analysis

o

Understanding the mathematics of data science

o

Ability to write computer programs for interacting with data

o

Ability to develop computational models in economics
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2.3.8 Planned schedule for the development of the Graduate School
During the first ten years of the program, the actions aiming to make the Graduate school a success
will progressively become operational as the School’s activities are implemented. The planned
actions involve all aspects of the School, from promotional campaigns to increase its attractiveness,
to the development of links with the national and international ecosystem to ensure its financial
sustainability (see Fig8 showing this gradual operationalization over ten years).

Fig8: Targeted time schedule of the Graduate School’s actions

2.4 ARTICULATION RECHERCHE‐FORMATION / RESEARCH‐LEARNING INTERFACE
The interface between teaching and research will be very close during the thematic Schools that will
structure the life of the GS.
The Spring and Winter Schools will be reserved for students at Master level. They will be intensive
Schools combining teaching, thematic application workshops and research projects. These projects
will act as an interface between teaching and research and will be tutored by established professors
from the school but also by Ph.D. and post‐doctoral students. This organizational approach will allow
contact between teaching and research right from M1 in relation to each student’s personal project.
The Summer School will be a traditional research school and will be structured around the link
between Data Science and the Ph.D. students’ research projects. The content will be jointly
developed with those students.
Researchers belonging to stakeholder research organizations will intervene at the GS, depending on
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their field of specialization, participating in teaching, organization of workshops, proposals for
subjects for research projects and theses. In particular, we will have:
• Stephane Bécuwe (DR CNRS, UMR 5113): Historical data sets; International Trade
• Luc Doyen (DR CNRS, UMR 5113): ecological and ecosystem modeling
• Eric Giraud‐Heraud (DR INRA, EA 4577/USC 1366): Experimental Economics; Consumption Analysis;
data sets on wine production and consumption.
• Ernest Miguelez (CR CNRS, UMR 5113): Innovation and patent data sets; Migration data sets and
Economic Geography.
• Matthieu Noucher (CR CNRS, UMR 5319): Spatial and geographical data sets; geolocation
• Lauriane Mouysset (CR CNRS, UMR 5113): Spatial analysis of ecosystems and agro‐ecosystems;
ecological modelling; ecological data sets
• Tina Rambonilaza (DR IRSTEA, IRSTEA‐Bordeaux) : Spatial analysis, and ecosystem services
evaluation

3 ORGANISATION ET PILOTAGE DU PROJET / PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND
MANAGEMENT

3.1 RESPONSABLE DU PROJET / PROJECT MANAGER
The manager of the project is Murat Yildizoglu, Full Professor of Economics at the University of
Bordeaux (UB). After graduating from Strasbourg University with an Econometrics degree, Murat
Yildizoglu obtained an assistant professorship at the same university, and became a member of BETA
(CNRS joint unit 7522). He obtained full professorship at the UB after the 2000 Aggregation
competition.
Between 2000 and 2008, he took part in several structuring projects, and contributed intensively to
the development of the UB’s academic structures: creation and management (since 2005) of a
Master program in Economic Engineering, in collaboration with the Applied Mathematics
department; Aquitaine Digital University program; creation and direction of the GREThA (CNRS joint
unit 5113), etc. After three years (2008‐2011) spent at Aix Marseille University and at GREQAM
(CNRS joint unit 7316), he returned to BU where, since 2017, he has directed the Economics of Global
Risks second‐year program of the Master of Applied Mathematics and Statistics, as well as the
dedicated first‐year program.
His main research subjects concern all levels of economic dynamics (from micro‐micro to macro),
tackled mainly using computational models. His articles in relation to the topics of this GS have been
published in the leading journals in this field: Macroeconomic Dynamics, Computational Economics,
Economic Modeling, Journal of Evolutionary Economics, Journal of Economic Behavior and
Organization.
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He also frequently evaluates research projects and research centers as an expert for the French
National Research Agency, the French National Research Evaluation Council (HCRES), Fonds National
Suisse, etc. He has given courses at the universities of Virginia, Copenhagen, Pisa, Strasbourg and at
different European doctoral schools.
He recently organized and chaired the annual international conference of the Society for
Computational Economics (2016, more than 300 participants), of which he is a member of the
Advisory Committee, and three international workshops on Computational Macroeconomics. His
personal web site can be checked at the following address for more information: http://yildizoglu.fr.

3.2 ORGANISATION DES PARTIES PRENANTES / ORGANIZATION OF THE STAKEHOLDER ENTITIES
The graduate school is organized around the GREThA that is a joint research unit of the UB with the
CNRS, and hosts several CNRS researchers. Talks are open with INRA in order to create an INRA Unit
Under Contract inside the GREThA, including a research director. The possibility of recruiting a
second research director is also explored in those discussions. Projects and workshops will involve
also IRSTEA researchers. We have a good practice of collaboration with these partners within the
Cluster of Excellence (LABEX) COTE on environmental issues.
The interests of the partners of the EDS Graduate School will be watched over by the Steering
Committee (see section 3.4). This committee will also pay particular attention to the involvement of
the researchers belonging to our main partners (CNRS and INRA) in the School’s activities . The
researchers will be involved in the School’s activities, through specialized teaching, organization of
thematic workshops, and proposals for research projects.

3.3 PILOTAGE / COORDINATION FRAMEWORK
Site structuring
The organization of higher education and research in Bordeaux has undergone a radical evolution
since 2010 with the emergence of the UB as a result of the merger of 3 of the 4 existing universities.
UB is now the key player of the campus of Bordeaux, concentrating more than 75% of the academic
driving force.
UB’s governance is based on the terms laid down in the law of July 22 2013. In addition, it offers a
certain level of autonomy to its internal components (colleges, institutes, departments).
In application of the law of July 22 2013, Bordeaux Institute of Technology (Bordeaux INP) and the
Institute of Political Science (Sciences Po Bordeaux) were associated7 with UB by decree of 29 June

7

This term is defined in the new law on higher education and research promulgated on 22 July 2013, as a modality to structure the higher
education system at the territorial level.
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2014, thereby constituting the inner circle of the research‐intensive university together with CNRS
and Inserm.
Cooperation agreements, including the strategic objectives of the IdEx, have been established with
Université Bordeaux Montaigne8 (UBM) (April 27 2015) and Bordeaux Sciences Agro (December 5
2014).

All the research bodies are represented on various scientific boards of the UB, especially within the
Departmentsi on the basis of their specialties. A seat on the highest decisional body of UB is reserved
for the CNRS, owing to its commitment to the promotion of research‐intensive universities in France.
Inserm and other research bodies (INRA, Inria) are represented on the central research committee of
UB. UB has set up a Strategic Orientation Committee (SOC) that discusses the strategy of key players
in higher education and research in Bordeaux, including the university hospital of Bordeaux.

8

Université Bordeaux Montaigne (UBM) is the new name of the Université Michel de Montaigne Bordeaux 3 (UB3) since the merger of
UB1, UB2 and UB4.
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General diploma policy
UB, and UBM in Humanities, awards the L, M and D degrees according to the European structure of
higher education. The Engineering/Specialized schools deliver specialty master's level degrees.
Associations between UB and partnering higher education and research institutions are based on a
contractual agreement stipulating the actions to be conjointly undertaken. This may include
international relations, communication strategies, research & transfer policy, purchasing, and the
organization of 'bridges' and joint degrees (at master level) in order to offer students a greater
number of course combinations.
Governance of UB Graduate Schools
UB Grad’S will not be incorporated formally as a legal administrative structure but will be
implemented as a program and integrated into a unique multidisciplinary Graduate Research School
(known as “Collège des Écoles Doctorales”). As a consequence, no new governing body will be
created and the steering of UB Grad’S will rely on those already in place at the institutional level,
namely the UB GRS.
The UB GRS was recently created in 2016 to coordinate the doctoral policy of the University. It
gathers the eight Doctoral schools of UB and associates the Doctoral school of Université Bordeaux
Montaigne (UBM) for all questions regarding transverse PhD training or IdEx sponsored doctoral
studies internationalization. UB GRS is in charge of coordinating and pooling together the actions of
doctoral schools, promoting the added value of doctoral studies towards the social and economic
sectors, following up the professional future of PhD students, and informing and training supervisors
and PhD students in career development issues. UB GRS receives external guidance and support from
its International Advisory Board (IAB).
UB GRS, while guaranteeing the scientific independence of each UB Grad’S, acts as the main interface
between Faculties (College) and Departments (laboratories) for the implementation of the UB
Grad’S. It will be responsible for:
•

Coordinating all the UB Grad’S and guaranteeing the appropriate association of partners;

•

Ensuring quality control;

•

Managing the PIA3 funds;

•

Fostering relationships with Research bodies and awarding the Adjunct Professor title to
researchers involved in training;

•

Submitting progress reports related to the implementation of UB Grad’S to our PIA Steering
committee (cf .3.4) and any subjects on which institutional decisions are needed;

•

Supervising the preparation of financial and progress reports to the funding agency.
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As described above, any critical issues will be discussed within the GRS steering committee and,
when needed, feedback from our PIA steering committee will be asked for.
Allocation of HR position is under the responsibility of each partner institution. UB Grad’S are related
to strategic priorities supported by the partner institutions and for which investments have already
been made, including in the frame of IdEx. The same approach will be followed for UB Grad’S.

Day‐to‐day Management of UB Grad’S

The governance of the UB’s Grad’S in EDS is represented in the figure above.
The management of the UB Grad’S will be led by an Executive Committee (ExC) composed of three
members: a Scientific Director (Murat Yildizoglu), an Academic Officer (Claude Dupuy), and
Partnership Officers (Francesco Lissoni, Olivier Brandouy and Mathieu Bécue) in charge of the
coordination and development of external partnerships. The ExC will be in charge of:
• Supervising and ensuring the education and training provided through the UB Grad’S;
• Ensuring the quality and appropriateness of the Master Programs and Doctoral Training to
the needs of each recruited Master Student;
• Establishing a yearly budget plan for the implementation of the UB Grad’S;
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• Developing a sustainable setting in which the Parties can continue their Grad’S beyond the
period of PIA3 funding;
• Following‐up and developing Partnerships (with International partners and Companies);
• Reporting to the GRS.

Brief presentation of the members of the Executive Committee of UB Grad’S in EDS:
 Scientific Director: Prof. Murat Yildizoglu (see section 3.1);
 Academic Officer: Prof. Claude Dupuy. Claude Dupuy (Professor in economics, research in Finance
and Innovation) has a great deal of experience in the introduction of innovative educational
methods into university teaching programs. He is currently coordinating the MOOC‐Innov+
project, laureate in 2015 of the IDEFI‐N ANR funded call for projects as part of the PIA2
(Investments for the future) Initiative. He is director of the research curriculum in the Economic
Intelligence Master program.
 Partnership Officers:
 Prof. Francesco Lissoni (international academic cooperation): Prof. Francesco Lissoni is an
internationally‐recognized researcher in the field of the economics of knowledge and
innovation, with strong data applications. He has benefited from the joint support of the
Chaire d'Accueil of the Aquitaine Regional Council and a Chaire Idex / Bordeaux (ANR‐IDEX‐
03‐02). He is currently in charge of the joint degree (supported by the IdEx funding for
international Master programs) between the 2nd Year Master in economic intelligence at the
University of Bordeaux and 2nd Year Master in Cooperation, Development and Innovation in
the Global Economy at the University of Turin.
 Prof. Olivier Brandouy (cooperation with the business world): Prof. Olivier Brandouy is a well‐
known researcher in the field of financial markets (he is a member of the board of the French
Finance Association, and the editor of a new journal created by this association: Finance
Bulletin). He is the director of the professional Master program on Quantitative Finance and
Insurance, and he has been very successful in developing industrial partnerships and lifelong
learning programs.
 Mathieu Bécue (industrial partnerships): Mathieu Bécue is a Research Engineer in Applied
Social Sciences at the GREThA. He obtained in 2016 the Crystal Award of the CNRS for his
involvement as Executive Director of the VIA‐Inno Platform, in the context of which our lab
has set up research projects (Open labs) in the field of technological intelligence with big,
French, world‐class industrial groups (Michelin, PSA, Airbus) and with which he will manage
the partnerships.

The ExC will be assisted by a Scientific, Academic and Professional Steering Committee involving
professors and researchers (Adjunct Professors) in charge of the training offer and related Master
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Program. In coordination with the relevant Faculties, Doctoral Schools and the GRS, it will be in
charge of:
‐
‐
‐
‐

Defining the scientific orientation of the UB Grad’s;
Setting up the self‐assessment program and ensuring its continuous improvement in
conjunction with the International Advisory Board of the GRS;
Organizing and selecting students at master and doctorate levels;
Selecting the candidates and submitting the proposed list of scholarship holders.

An international scientific advisory committee will meet annually and help the School to evaluate its
scientific orientations, and to improve its academic and social impact.
By the way, given the very focused nature of our Graduate School, coordination between partners
will be very easy to organize. In the initial period, the coordination with our main partners (CNRS and
INRA) will take place through the active role given to the researchers belonging to these institutes
(see sections 2.3 and 2.4). As during the development of this current project, we will maintain
continuous contact with the scientific advisors from these institutions and their representatives will
be members of our Steering Committee.

Simplification of the map of distinctive Excellence Research & Education
Currently, training offered in Economics and Data Sciences (EDS) at master and doctorate levels is
proposed as part of a multidisciplinary training organized by the different masters and doctoral
schools. As a consequence, it lacks visibility, soundness and attractiveness.
In setting this UB Grad’S, the objective is to concentrate in one dedicated Educational program the
related master and doctorate programs in the field in order to extend and deepen knowledge of the
trainees as well as increase the attractiveness of the program at both national and international
levels in scientific areas for which Bordeaux is recognized. The association of the local forces,
including the GREThA, CNRS, INRA and IRSTEA, and their international research network is crucial to
be able to deliver high‐quality educational programs based on excellent research.
The present UB Grad’S in EDS along with those that will, eventually, be labelled by the “PIA3” will act
as excellence models for a forthcoming reorganization of master and doctoral training within the
Graduate Research School at UB.

Quality assurance & Self‐assessment
At master level, quality assurance is aligned with the general policy of UB under the responsibility of
the four academic colleges or specialized training institutes.
At doctoral level, the Training Committee of UB GRS is in charge of the yearly evaluation of each of
the training modules. The continuous improvement of training modules is based on the needs
analysis made each year. This process is under the supervision of the International Advisory Board of
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the GRS.
The scientific strategy of the EDS Graduate School will also benefit from continuous amelioration that
will be provided by the international Scientific Committee

Impact measurement
Set up for IdEx Bordeaux and identified as a "good practice" by the international jury of Initiatives of
Excellence, a KPI dashboard will be established within the first 6 months of the project, and
measured regularly. These KPIs will be constituted on one hand by elements of measurement of the
achievements allowing the follow‐up of the actions and on the other hand of indicators of impact of
transformation which will make it possible to measure the leverage effect and / or transforming for
the whole of the establishment.

3.4 STRATEGIE DES ETABLISSEMENTS / INSTITUTIONAL STRATEGY
Projects submitted in the framework of PIA3, whether in response to the call “Nouveaux Cursus
Universitaires”, or the “Graduate School” call, complete the transformation of the Bordeaux site
undertaken in the context of PIA1 and PIA2. They also correspond to our vision for the future,
defined in our strategic plan U25.
Thus, at an institutional level, the transforming effect of the implementation of UB Grad’S on
Bordeaux campus will be supervised by our PIA Steering Committee. This committee, headed by the
Presidency of UB, has been gathering since 2011 partners of the university committed to the IDEX
roadmap (CNRS, Inserm, INRA, Inria, CEA, Bordeaux INP, Sciences Po Bordeaux, Bordeaux Science
Agro, Université Bordeaux Montaigne). This Steering Committee may also call upon, when needed,
other institutions or socio‐economical partners. It supervises all the PIA projects led by UB and by
doing so, plays an important role in terms of policy and operational coordination between
stakeholders.
The Graduate Schools envisaged at UB in the form of UB Grad’S enhance the compatibility of
research and training strategies on the Bordeaux site and considerably increase the involvement of
research bodies and other partners.

The development of these UB Grad’S is part of a larger project aiming to reshape the structure and
the governance of research at UB, ensuring its coherence with the major strategic choices applied in
the PIA1 programs (LabEx, EquipEx, Cohorte, etc.) and the IdEx policy (Clusters, Innovation including
social innovation, Internationalization, Entrepreneurship, etc.).
To this end, and based on international best practices, the Departmentsi will now evolve to enable
“Research Institutes” (about twelve) to develop and create better integrated scientific communities
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where UB Grad’S can have access to high quality resources, and where they can develop. This will
give better transparency and visibility to Bordeaux research, and strengthen strategic and scientific
coordination with research bodies and UB partners. These Institutes will also help strengthen the
research aspects of training at Master and Doctorate levels.
The Institutes’ mission statements will be set out formally in the University statutes. As well as
covering scientific matters, the pooling of resources, international promotion of their scientific field
(etc.), they will include links between training and research, especially at Masters and Doctorate
levels, and the involvement of the laboratories in running the UB Grad’S.
The involvement of research bodies in the Institutes’ governance will ensure that scientific policies
are truly integrated (within UB, between research bodies within the scope of the institute, with UBM
and the Doctoral schools). This will complement the day‐to‐day coordination of Joint Research Units
(UMRs). This is in this context of creating Research Institutes that the prospects for 2030 set out for
the 5 LabEx (AMADEUS, BRAIN, COTE, LASCAR.Bx, TRAIL) and the clusters of excellence (LAPHIA,
SYSNUM), will be assessed and considered for renewal, as well as the opportunity to create new
emerging clusters of excellence.
The resources allocated by UB and its partners to develop the UB Grad’S are considerably more
important than the budgets requested in the context of the present call for projects. In fact, the
intention is to take advantage of this opportunity to introduce a new stage of transformation, which
will result in a better distribution of a large proportion of the resources that UB and its partners
invest in research and training around the strategic priorities demonstrated by the original
positioning of each UB Grad’S.

4 JUSTIFICATION DES MOYENS DEMANDES / FUNDING JUSTIFICATION
The creation of the Graduate School (GS) will be funded by the grant obtained through the PIA
program, for the period 2018‐2027. At the end of this period, the School aims to be fully financially
self‐sufficient, while providing a program that has already attained cruising speed in terms of quality
and intensity. It aims to completely finance by its own, its expenditures corresponding to this level of
operation.
This budget will finance:


Constant evolution and transformation of the training offer: A key element of our project is to
renew and update our training offer so as to be aligned with the scientific issues at stake in our
field. This will be a major stake in this GS dedicated to research methods that are currently
evolving at a high pace. The international Scientific Advisory Committee (SCA) will foster and
advise this evolution. Moreover, the attractiveness of our program will also depend on the
quality and added value of our teaching methods
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Innovative teaching practices: The attractiveness of our program will also depend on the quality
and added value of our teaching methods. Student and active‐learning centered methods will
require
• Equipment of three classrooms for innovative teaching methods and one computer lab for
projects and teaching with experiments in economics;
• Acquisition of data sets for hands‐on learning in projects and workshops;
• Organization of intensive workshops;
• New courses dedicated to the GS: Transformation of 50 ECTS of courses in the first year, and
850 ECTS of dedicated new courses over the ten years.



Internationalization: The international dimension is another key feature of the GS. The students
of the program will constantly be exposed to the international research environment, through
• Invitation of visiting professors in the program;
• Collaboration with other universities (eg. Turin University), exchange of students and
faculty;
• Visiting researchers, including seminars and research collaborations;
• Grants and mobility grants for the students of the GS.



Support staff: The staff supporting UB Grad’S will be pooled and shared, and will depend on the
GRS, with staff delocalized within the “UB Grad’S environment” for all aspects related to
students’ administration and organization of teaching units (especially at master level). In this
perspective, on each UB Grad’S project, 2 manager Staff (100%) will be requested for: managing
and supporting the smooth implementation of UB Grad’S according to their action plans;
conceiving the communication tools and implementing the promotional strategy; students’
administration, expenses and preparation of financial report; supporting the internationalization
of the Graduate School programs. In addition, an administrative staff (C) is requested for the
taking care of all matters related to registration and other day‐to‐day activities at the
department level.



Promotion & Attractiveness: A key element of our project is related to our ability to attract the
best students at national, EU and international levels. This will imply to develop a strong
promotional strategy and propose attractive tools to talented students. We have therefore
included in our budget the following items;
• Excellence grants (for incoming students);
• Setting up and maintenance of a program website;
• Organization of promotional and scientific events;
• Development of promotion videos (to be renewed/updated at T3 and T6);
• Advertisements and promotion: Subscription to specialized websites (eg. (such as
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Study.portal), and promotion in social networks (Facebook), and on the internet (Google
Adwords campaigns).
• Communication with the business and institutional environment and stakeholders, the
media and the voluntary sector;
The budget of the GS is summarized in Tab3 below.
Progressively, the GS will attain financial self‐sufficiency through
• Lifelong learning programs proposed to professionals in industry;
• Chairs financed by the private sector and regional authorities, and proposing specialized
research expertise and social events for dissemination;
• Registration fees for intensive summer schools open to students and researchers from other
universities;
• Registration fees corresponding to expertise certification of students;
Patronage from the private sector, and also from the Alumni of the GS. A dedicated tool is already
used by some of our Master programs to keep in touch with the Alumni, who will be also invited to
sit to the Steering committee.
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Tab3: Budget of the GS

i

Statutory bodies of UB in charge of coordination of research units in a scientific field
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